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Abstract
The first aim of this thesis is the planning and the assembling of the
circuit of measurements of a compound parabolic solar collector placed in
the ”Scuola di Ingegneria - Universit di Pisa”. The second aim is the ex-
perimental characterization of the collector efficiency in a temperature and
volumetric flow range. With some instruments like flowmeter, thermocou-
ple and pyranometer, all the physical values are known to calculate the
efficiency. For each case, the collector has been tested for 30 minuts where
the temperatures of the inlet and outlet of the collector and its receiver
have been measured through sensors of temperature as thermocouple and
acquired through DAQ devices and LabView. Successively, the values have
been placed in an Excel file where graphics show the results.
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Chapter 1
The Solar Energy
The Sun is the only star of the solar system and it’s the responsible for
the irradiation on the planets which belong to it. The energy of the sun
is known by humanity for a long time who has begun to use it to warm
environments and water. A lot of the renewable energies rise from the sun:
the hydroelectric energy through the cycle of the rain, the energy of the
wind through the heating of the air, the biomasses through the conversion,
by photosynthesis, of the solar energy to chemical energy. The solar energy
has certain benefits as the great disponibility (estimates say that the solar
energy which is intercepted by the earth is about 100-1000 greater than the
energy requirements of the planet) and that it is a clean energy. Nevertheless
it has some intrinsic and inevitable limitations as its intermitteace because
of cloudiness or the alternance between day and night, as the necessity to
accumulate it through others energetic vectors and as the fact that the best
disponibility of solar radiation is in periods of low requirements. However,
the development of Solar Cooling has allowed to use the solar energy in
periods of high radiation.
1.1 The Motion of Rotation and Revolution
During the trajectory round the Sun, the Earth covers one motion of
rotation and one of revolution. The motion of rotation (on its axis) is re-
sponsible for the alternance of day and night. The Earth takes 24 hours to
1
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do a complete rotation with the velocity of 1/4 min. The motion of revolu-
tion round the Sun is instead responsible for the alternance of the seasons.
Theoretically, the motion of revolution would involve even the Sun: in fact
they revolve round a common barycentre which is placed between these two
celestial bodies at 450 km from the centre of the Sun (very close to the Sun
because its mass is about 334.000 greater than that of the Earth. Consid-
ering that the radius of the Sun is nearly 105 km, the barycentre of the two
celestial bodies and the centre of the sun can be considered approximately
coincident. Considering the first Kleperian law, the motion of the Earth is
elliptical and the sun is one of the focus. So through the motion of revolu-
tion, the distance Earth-Sun changes from a minimum of 147 ·106 km at the
beginning of january (perihelion) to a maximum of nearly 152 · 106 km at the
beginning of july (aphelion). The main distance is nearly 149.597.870,700
km. For the second Keplerian law, a line segment joining a planet and the
Sun sweeps out equal areas during equal intervals of time so the velocity of
the Earth is greater in the perihelion than in the aphelion.
Figure 1.1: Motion of revolution
1.2 Solar Radiation
All bodies with a temperature greater than the absolute zero emit ra-
diations in all directions and in a great interval of wave lenght. These
radiations are electromagnetic waves which run at the velocity of the light c
(300.000 km/s) with no needs of medium. The electromagnetic waves trans-
port energy which depends by superficial temperature of the body and by
its material through the reflection, transmission and absorption coefficients.
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The solar emission spectrum (extra-atmosferic) is nearly equivalent to that
of a black body at the temperature of 5780 K and it covers from infrared to
ultraviolet. (figura 1.2).
Figure 1.2: Electromagnetic spectrum
1.3 Fundamental Laws of Radiations
The fundamental laws which describe the behaviours of solar radiation
are:
• Planck’s law
• Wien’s law
• Stefan-Boltzmann’s law
Planck’s law Planck’s law describes the electromagnetic radiation
emitted by a black body in thermal equilibrium at a definite temperature
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by the following relation:
Eny =
C1
λ5(exp(C2/λT − 1)) [
W
m2µm
] (1.1)
- C1 = 3, 742 [
W · µm4
m2
]
- C2 = 1, 439 · 10−2 [m ·K]
- λ is the wave lenght [µm]
Here is a comparison between emittance of a black body at the tempe-
rature of 5780 K and that of the sun:
Figure 1.3: Comparison between emittance of a black body at the tempera-
ture of 5800 K and that of the Sun
The radiant energy emitted by the Sun is this way separated : 7% is
included from 0,2 to 0,4 µm (ultraviolet), 42% from 0,4 to 0,7 µm (visible)
and 51% from 0,7 to 3 µm (infrared).
Wien’s law Wien’s law has this form:
λT = 2897 · 10−6 [µm ·m] (1.2)
It is obtained by deriving the Planck’s law and equalizing it as zero. In
fact it indicates the maximum in the graphics of emittance of a black body at
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different temperatures. By decreasing of temperature, this maximum goes
towards the low frequencies (Fig. 1.4).
Figure 1.4: Graphical meaning of Wien’s law
The wave lenght in which the Sun emitts its greatest power is:
λ =
2897
5780
≈ 0, 5µm
Precisely it can be observed that the maximum power which is emitted
by the Sun is placed at the wave lenght of 0,48 µm, in the visible interval.
Stefan-Boltzmann’s law The integral of the monocromatic emit-
tance of a black body Eny on the whole spectrum of wave lenght gives
the total emittance of the black body Eb:
Eb(T ) =
∫ ∞
0
Eny(λ, T )dλ = σT
4 [W/m2] (1.3)
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant equal to 5, 67·10−8 [ W
m2K4
].
Graphically it indicates the area below the curve of emittance of a black
body at a certain temperature.
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Figure 1.5: Graphical meaning of the emittance of a black body at a certain
temperature T
1.3.1 Function of Radiation of a Black Body
To calculate the energy which is emitted by a body at a certain tempe-
rature T and in a specific interval of wave lenght it is used the equation 1.3.
Considering this integral has no simple analytics solution it is resorted the
definition of an adimentional factor fλ which is called Function of radiation
of a black body:
fλ(T ) =
∫∞
0 Eny(λ, T )dλ
σT 4
(1.4)
So it represents the fraction of emitted radiation by a blck body at the
temperature T in the interval of wave lenght [0, λ]. To calculate the fraction
of emitted radiation by a black body at the temperature T in any interval
of wave lenght [λ1, λ2] it is used the following relation:
fλ1−λ2 = fλ2(T )− fλ1(T ) (1.5)
Through the previous relations it can be obtained the spectral distribu-
tion of the extra-atmospherical radiation which is shown in the table 5.4.
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Ultraviolet Visible Infrares
Power’s fraction 0,064 0,480 0,456
Power emitted [W/m2] 88 656 623
Table 1.1: Subdivision of solar power
1.4 Solar Irradiation in the Earth
1.4.1 The Solar Constant
The solar constant is defined as the power altogether emitted by the
Sun (in the whole spectrum of wave lenght), per unit of area perpendicular
to the Sun’s rays and in proximity of the atmosphere at the main distance
Earth-Sun. Considering the Earth as a sphere orbiting round the Sun and
estimating the main distance between the two celestial bodies, it is possibile
to calculate, approximately, the irradiation per unit area which is caught by
the Earth in its extra-atmospherical part. Referring to the following data:
- Distance Earth-Sun l (km): 149, 6 ·106 1,7% (degree of the eccentricity
of the orbit)
- Radius of the Sun RS (km): 6, 95 · 105
- Temperature of the Sun TS (K): 5780
Using the Stefan-Boltzmann’s law to calculate the radiant power emitted
by the Sun:
PS = (4piRS
2)·σ·TS4 = [4pi(6, 95·10−5)]·5, 67·10−8·57804 = 3, 84·1026 [W ]
The solar power is considered as emitted isotropically. Considering that
the diameter of the Earth (a lot of order of magnitude lower than the distance
Earth-Sun) allows to considerate it as a punctual dimension, it is calculated
the solar constant:
IS =
PS
4pil2
= σTS
4(
RS
l
)2 = 1367, 7 [
W
m2
]
To have a more accurate value of the extra-atmospherical irradiance, it
must be considered the variation of the distance Earth-Sun during the mo-
tion of revolution which goes from a minimum value of lmin = 147 ·10−6 km
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Figure 1.6: Solar power which is caught by the Earth
to a maximum value of lMax = 152 · 106 km:
Imin = IS(
l
lmin
)2 = 1322, 3 [W/m2]
IMax = IS(
l
lMax
)2 = 1414, 6 [W/m2]
It is so introduced an ”annual angle” y which is this way defined:
y =
360
365
n [◦]
y =
2pi
365
n [rad]
The solar constant value IS is this way calculated considering I0 = 1354
[W/overm2] and y in radians:
IS = 0, 862[I0 + 85, 2 cos(y − 0, 1396)] [W
m2
] (1.6)
In-depth study on this argument have fixed the solar constant value to
1367 [W/m2].
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1.4.2 Solar Irradiance on the Ground
In addition to the variation of the distance Earth-Sun, another factor
that affects the solar irradiance value is the way that radiation covers in
the atmosphere: in fact it undergoes different phenomenons like absorption,
reflection or transmission. Absorption is due to different components of
the atmosphere as the ozone (which absorbs ultraviolet rays) or the carbon
dioxide (which absorbs infrared rays). Reflection is due to hurts of the
radiaton with air molecules, dusts, gas and steam which reflect it to the space
(back scattering) and to the Earth as diffuse radiation (forward scattering).
The solar radiation can be decompose in this way:
Figure 1.7: Phenomenons which the radiation undergoes in its way through
the atmosphere
• The direct radiation (Id): it is defined as that part of solar radiation
which arrives to the ground with a specific direction (Sun-object) with-
out undergo phenomenons as reflection or diffusion by the atmosphere.
The direct irradiance (subscript nr) can be found in accordance with
the Bouger’s law:
Id(nr) = Irexp(
−B
sin(α))
(1.7)
- B = 0,172-0,033(y-0,19)
- y annual angle [rad].
• Diffuse radiation (ID): it is defined as that part of solar irradiance
which undergoes phenomenons as reflection and absorption by the at-
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mosphere. As it is reirradiate isotropically, it has not a specific incident
direction but it collides with the ground in all directions. It is present
even in clear days while in the cloudy days it covers the greatest per-
centage (80%).
• Reflected radiation (IR): it represents the part of solar radiation which
is reflected by the surrounding environment. This phenomenon is
called albedo and it depends on the type of the ground which is sor-
rounding the body. Coefficients of albedo, defined by UNI 847, are
therefore introduced (tabella 1.2). In many cases, especially if the co-
efficient of albedo of the sorrounding bodies are low and if the surface
is not much inclinated in relation to the horizontal, this contribution
can be ignored.
Surface type Albedo Coeff.
Snow (just fallen or
with an ice film)
0,75
Watery surfaces 0,07
Ground (clay, marl) 0,14
Dirt roads 0,04
wood of conifers in winter 0,07
Wood in autumn 0,26
Table 1.2: Albedo coefficients
The part of solar irradiance which invests the ground is defined global
radiation. The global radiation is composed by the direct and diffuse ra-
diation. The other part of solar irradiance which not invests the ground is
reflected to the space by the atmosphere (back scattering) or is absorbed by
itself.
To describe in details how much radiation will be lost during its way, it
can be useful the extinction factor:
I ⊥= Ir⊥ + Id⊥ = I0exp(−cx)
exp(-cx) is very much dependent on the day conditions and it can go
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from a minimum of 0,6 for the damp and cloudy days to a maximum of 0,8
for the clear days.
1.5 Factors which Influence the Solar Irradiance
at the Ground
The factors which influence the incident radiant power on the ground
are many and each are denominates with an aqngle:
• Latitude Φ
• Declination angle δ
• Hour angle ω
• Inclination of the receiving surface β
• Azimuth of the surface γ.
Latitude
Latitude is a characteristic of the place and it is defined as the angle
included between the perpendicular to the of the place and the equatorial
plane (fig.1.8). This angle is indicated with Φ: is zero at the equator, it has
positive values in the north hemisphere (0 ≤ Φ ≤ 90) and negative values
in the south hemisphere (-90 ≤ Φ ≤ 0).
Solar Declination
During the year, the inclination of the solar rays change thanks to the
motion of revolution of the Earth round the Sun. The seasonal effect is
indicated with δ called declination angle. It is defined as the angle that the
direction of the solar rays at midday forms with the eqautorial plan (figure
1.9) and it is expressed by the Cooper’s relation:∣∣∣∣δ = 23, 45sen[360(284 + n360 )]
∣∣∣∣ (1.8)
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- n represents the current day counted from 1 of january (1 ≤ n ≤ 365)
- δ is included in the interval [-23,45, +23,45] as can be verified by the
introduction of n = 162 (summer solstice) and n = 344 (winter solstice) in
the Cooper’s relation.
Figure 1.8: Latitude of a place Figure 1.9: Declination angle
Figure 1.10: Variation of the declination angle during the year
1.5.1 Solar Angles
• Solar elevation angle α
• Zenithal angle θz
• Solar azimuth angle az
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Solar Elevation Angle
Solar elevation angle α (fig.1.11) is defined as the angle formed by the
solar rays with the horizontal plan: it is maximum at the zenit and equal to
zero at the dawn and the sunset.
It can be obtained through the following relation:
sen(α) = sen(Φ)sen(δ) + cos(Φ)cos(δ)cos(ω)
From the relation above, values of hour angle corresponding to dawn and
sunset can be obtained (α = 0):
−ωalba = ωtramonto = artan[−tg(Φ)tg(δ)]
and, consequently, the time elapsed from dawn to sunset:
t =
2arcos[−tg(Φ)tg(δ)]
15
These expressions are valid if the surface is not inclinated as regards to
the ground.
Zenithal Angle
It is indicated as θz (fig.1.12) and it’s complementar with the solar ele-
vation angle α. So it is the angle between the solar rays and the zenit.
It can be obtained through the following analytical relation:
cos(θz) = sin(α) = sen(Φ)sin(δ) + cos(Φ)cos(δ)cos(ω)
Solar Azimuth Angle
It is indicated as az and it is formed by the projection of solar rays onto
horizontal plane and north-south axis. It’s negative if the projection lies
in the easth half plane, positive in west half plane and eqaul to zero if it
coincide with south. It can be obtained through the following expression:
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Figure 1.11: Solar elevation
angle
Figure 1.12: Zenithal angle
az = arcsin(
cos(δ)sin(ω)
cos(α)
) [rad]
Figure 1.13: Solar azimuth angle
Nevertheless the solar azimuth angle could have, in magnitude, values
greater than 90 while the arc sine gives values included from -90 to 90 , so it
is necessary to bring corrections in some cases where the following conditions
are not verified:
sen(α) ≥ sin(δ)
sin(Φ)
Φ ≥ 0◦
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sen(α) <
sin(δ)
sin(Φ)
Φ ≤ 0◦
The correct value of solar azimuth angle is:
azc = sgn(az)(180
◦ − |az|)
Hour Angle
The incident radiant power depends on the position of the Sun in the
sky. It is maximum at midday. To considerate this fact an hour angle ω is
introduced. It is defined as the angular distance between the Sun and its
position at midday along its apparent trajectory in the sky; it’s even equal
to the angle of which the Earth must revolve in order that the Sun will be on
the local meridian. ω is equal to zero at the zenit, negative before midday
and positive after midday. Considering that the Earth revolves about 15 per
hour, the expression to calculate the hour angle is shown below:
ω = 15◦hsol − 180◦ [◦]
where hsol represents the true solar hour which doesn’t coincide with the
local hour because of:
• The longitute of the place (Lloc) in the same time zone chaqnges in
relation with the reference meridian (Lrif )
• Perturbation on the orbit of the Earth and in its velocity of rotation
(time equation E)
hsol = hrif + 4(Lrif − Lloc) + ET
in which ET is the result of the time equation expressed by minutes and
its graphic is shown in the figure 1.14.
ET = 229, 2(0, 000075 + 0, 001868cos(B)− 0, 032077sin(B)+
−0, 014615cos(2B)− 0, 04089sin(2B))
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Figure 1.14: Correction of time
where: B = (n− 1)360
365
1.5.2 Surface Angles
• inclinazione della superficie ricevente β
• azimut della superfice γ
• angolo di incidenza θ
Inclination of the Receiving Surface
Called even tilt angle, it is indicated as βand it represents the angle
which is formed between the plan where the receiving surface lies and the
ground. It is equal to zero if the surface lies completely on the ground and
equal to 90 if it is perpendicular.
Surface Azimuth Angle
It is indicated as γ and it represents the angle which is formed between
the projection of the surface normal onto the ground and the south. It is
negative if the surface normal lies in the easth half plane, positive if it lies
in the west half plane and equal to zero if it coincide with N-S axis.
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Figure 1.15: Surface angle
Incident Angle
It is indicated as θ and it is the angle which is formed between the solar
rays and the normal of the receiving surface. It relate the solar power on
the ground with that effectively incident on the receiving surface. It can be
expressed through the following relation:
cos(θ) = sin(δ)(sin(Φ)cos(β)cos(Φ)sn(β)cos(γ)) + cos(δ)(cos(Φ)cos(β)+
+sin(Φ)cos(β)sin(γ))cos(ω) + cos(δ)sin(β)sin(γ)sin(ω)
1.5.3 Calculation of the Irradiance on Inclinated Surfaces
The power which invests an exposed surface to the solar radaitions is
calculates with the following expression:
P = ISAcos(θ) (1.9)
Chapter 2
Introduction of Solar
Collector
2.1 Heat Exchanges in a Solar Collector
Figure 2.1: Heat exchanges in a solar collector
A part of the incident power on the glass is reflected, a part absorbed
and exchanged with the environment and with the internal of the system
by convection and irradiance (in the infrared) and transmitted towards the
absorber. The absorber, having a temperature greater than the absolute
zero, emits radiations in the infrared which, partly, are attenuated by the
opacity of the glass above. In fact the glass has a selective behaviour to
18
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the solar radiation: it’s transparent to the short waves of the incidence
radiation and opaque to those of greater lenght emitted by the absorber.
The temperatures that, in general, can be reached in flat plate collectors are
nearly 80 C.
wd,λ = av,d(λ, θ)wd,λ + rv,d(λ, θ)wd,λ + tv,d(λ, θ)wd,λ
For the principle of the conservation of the energy it’s valid the following
relation:
a(λ, θ) + r(λ, θ) + t(λ, θ) = 1
where wd,λ is the incident direct solar radition; a, r and t are the co-
efficinets of absorption, reflection and transmission and by the subscripts v
and a indicate the quantities respective to the glass and the absorber. These
coefficients depend on the wave lenght λ of the incident radiation and its
inclination as regards the normal of the glass θ and power is misurates per
unit of area and per unit of wave lengt.
The power (per unit of area) which passes through the glass and caught
by the absorber is:
tv,d(θ)wdcos(θ)
while the power absorbed by the absorber, if aa,d is the relative coefficient
of absorption evaluated on the same interval of wave lenght of the incident
radiation and supposed to be direction-independent, is:
aa,dtv,d(θ)wdcos(θ)
The purpose is to maximize the parameter aa,dtv,d (like aa,Dtv,D which
is important in cloudy days). As the absorber plate has, in the interval of
wave lenght of interest, a coefficient of absorption which goes form 0,90 to
0,95, it can be estimated an order of magnitude for this quantities: aa,dtv,d
≈ 0, 80 · 0, 90 = 0, 72 e aa,Dtv,D ≈ 0, 73 · 0, 90 = 0, 66. It must be considered
that the absorber behaves almost like a block body, so it can be assumed
that aa,d = aa,D = aa. The absorber, warming itself, emits some energy
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under the form of infrared radaition which is attenuated by the opacity of
the glass (greenhouse effect).
In the calculation of the tapped energy, subsequent reflections must be
considered (fig. 2.2)
Figure 2.2: Subsequent reflections in a collector
So the absorbed power is:
aatv,dwd[
∞∑
n=0
(rv,drad)
n]
Considering that (rv,dra,d)
n = 1rv,dra , the coefficient which multiplies the
incident power on the glass becomes:
at =
aatv,d
1− rv,d(1− aa)
2.2 Solar Collector with No Concentration
Solar collector with no concentration are defined as those devices which
convert incident solar energy to thermal energy of the heat transfer fluid
and where the area which intercepts solar radiations, called collector area,
is the same which absorbs the radiations themselves, called absorbing area.
In this category there are:
1. Flat Plate Collector (FPC)
2. Evacuated Tube Coclettor (ETC)
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Figure 2.3: Graphic comparison
2.2.1 Flat Plate Collector
It is the simplest and most economic collector. Usually it is used to
warm water. Shown below are the components which belong to all types of
solar collector:
il tipo di collettore pi semplice ed economico. Viene, in genere, utilizzato
per scaldare acqua. Di seguito sono elencate le componenti comuni a tutti i
tipi di collettori solari termici:
1. Transparent cover
2. Absorber
3. Collector box
4. Insulation
5. Heat ransport fluid
Transparent Cover
It prevents the transmission through irradiance of the infrared radiation
emitted by the absorber and it creates an air space which reduces even the
convective heat exchange between absorber and environment. The transpar-
ent cover can be made of plastic or glass. The first type is lighter and more
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Figure 2.4: Components of the solar collector
economic than that of glass but it grows old faster, with relative opacifica-
tion, due to ultraviolet rays and it can be scratched. For these reasons the
plastic covers must be replaced with a certain frequence. The glass covers
don’t undergo the phenomenons above-mentioned but they are heavier and
more fragile. Today the collectors of good quality use glass covers which
are able to support hailstorms. In general, considering the variability of the
solar angles, it can be considered main values of the solar transmittance, ri-
flettance and absorbance equal to 0,88, 0,02 and 0,10. Besides it’s important
that the air space is completely airtight and watertight to evitate:
• Decrease of the convective thermal resistance, due to the movement of
the air.
• The introduction of dusts and others materials in the environment air.
• The introduction of the steam, due to the damp of the environments
air, which, condensing on the surfaces (modest quantity), can be de-
crease the transmission of radiation. Due to condensate, phenomenos
of corrosion of the absorber (alluminium) can be detected.
In the cases less precious the cover can be absent. Even if a disadvan-
tage as the decrease of performance is observed, advantage, as the lower
cost of the system, is obtained. This solution can be used for seasonal sum-
mer uses (for exampke showers or uncovered swimming pool), when high
performances are not required.
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Absorber
A fundamental element is the absorber. It absorbs the solar energy and
it transfers this energy to the heat transfer fluid (water or mixture of water
and glycol to avoid the freezing in the cool season). In the general case of
Flat Plate Collector, the absorber consists in a plate which has the task of
absorbing the incident solar energy and in a series of channels where the
heat transfer fluid flows.
Its surface A must be strongly absorbing on the visible wave lenght
to tap the maximum value of the solar energy, while it must have a low
emissivity on infrared to reduce that part of the energy that is emitted by
the absorber because of its temperature which is included from 40 C to 100
C. The absorption coefficient ”a” in the commercial collectors is nearly 90-
95% in the visible range, while the emissivity in thermal range  is nearly 5 -
10%. These values are obtained using some selective covers like, for example,
those with black metallic oxide based on chrome or alluminium with nichel
pigmentation. The best result has been obtained with a very thin stratum
of chrome placed on a stratum of nichel. Such a cover has an assorption
coefficient, for the solar light, equal to 95% and an infrared emissivity equal
to 10%. Here in the table 2.2.1 are enumerated the coefficients of some
materials:
Collector Box
In the frame are placed the absorber and the insulation and it has the
aim of protecting them from impacts (purticularly during the transport and
the assembling), dampness and everything in the air. For this reason, the
frame must be airtight. Inlets or outlets of air could remove energy from
the absorber reducing this way the efficiency of the collector. It is made
of alluminium or, more rarely, wood. In this case the material must be
protected from the dampness. The metal frame is definitely more suitable
to support the effects of weather conditions and the thermal dilatations due
both to weather conditions and transitory of the system.
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α 
Bright alluminium 0,09 0,03
Anodized alluminium 0,14 0,84
Alluminium foil 0,15 0,05
Bright copper 0,18 0,03
Anodized copper 0,65 0,75
Bright inox steel 0,37 0,60
Opaque inox steel 0,50 0,21
Concrete 0,60 0,88
White marble 0,46 0,95
Red lateritious 0,63 0,93
Asphalt 0,90 0,90
Black paint 0,97 0,97
White paint 0,14 0,93
Snow 0,28 0,97
Human skin 0,62 0,97
Table 2.1: Absorption and emission coefficients
Insulation
The insulation is placed laterally and in the back of the collector so that
the losses of heat are minimum.
System to Remove Heat
It consists in cahnnels where a heat transfer fluid flows. These channels
are placed in close contact with the absorber to optimize the conduction
heat exchange.
2.2.2 Evacuated Tube Solar Collector
They have been enveloped to guarantee good performances where the
climatic conditions invalidate the efficiency of a solar collector as low irradi-
ance or great difference between the environment temperature and that of
the heat transfer fluid. The scheme is shown in Fig.2.5:
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• evacuated tube
• absorber
• heat pipe
• channels where the fluid flows
Figure 2.5: Section of an evacuated tube
The evacuated tube solar collectors consist in some series of parallel glass
tubes. Each glass tube contains in its internal part another concentric tube,
which is treated with selective dark paint. Between the two concentric tubes
vacuum is created: this is a thermal insulation and it reduces the losses of
heat towards the environment. Differents modalities of transporting the heat
are used. One of the most interesting is the ”heat pipe”: in the internal part
of the tube there is a special copper tube filled with an alcool which evap-
orates at low temperatures. It is subjected to a evaporation-condensation
cycles: the solution evaporates because of it is warmed by the solar irra-
diance, ascends in the heat pipe because of the partial pressure difference,
condensates in the condenser giving his energy to heat transfer fluid and,
at last, reaches again the evaporator. Considering that, during the evap-
oration and condensation, variations of temperature are not possible, this
system gives an intrinsic protection from cold and overheating. The heat
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pipe systems have the great advantage of working even when the tempera-
ture is very low and when it’s cloudy. But they have some installation limits:
its inclination over the horizontal must not be lower than 30 or greater than
70. Nevertheless this is not a great handicap because the larger part of the
installations in Italy is included in this interval. The evacuated collector are
available in the two principal configurations: natural circulation and forced
circulation. The dyagram below in fig.2.6 (line 6) shows the efficiency of
different types of collector with the solar irradiance, underlining the good
efficiency of evacuated tube even in the unfavourable climatic conditions.
Figure 2.6: Comparison of the efficiencies for different types of collector
2.3 Concentrating Collectors
The problem of the low energetic density of the solar energy and the
consequent great captation surface is, partly, resolved by the solar collector
with concentration: concentrating the solar radiation towards a common
place (absorber), it’s possible to have, with the same captation surface, a
surface of the absorber lower than that of no concentration obtaining this
way a decrease of heat losses. The incident radiation is reflected by struc-
tures towards an absorber where a heat transfer fluid flows. The parameters
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which carachterize solar collector are:
• Concentration factor
• Acceptance angle
The concentration factor C is defined as the relation between the capta-
tion surface AC and the external surface of the absorber Ar:
C =
Ac
Ar
The acceptance angle is defined as the double of the maximum angle
as regard to the vertical in which the collector could intercept the direct
radiation and send it to the absorber.
Ac = 2θc
This parameter can assume different values which identify 3 categories
shown in the following table:
Concentration factor C
Low concentration <4
Middle concentration 4-200
High concentration >200
Table 2.2: Categories for collector coefficient
Concentrating solar collectors have some advantage as to flat plate collecotrs:
• Concentration of radiation let the fluid rise higher temperatures to
increase the collector efficiency.
• The surface of the absorber is lower, with the same captation area, so
the heat losses towards the environment decrease.
• Possibility of positioning the absorber out of focus so, by necessity, the
system can be switch off
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Concentrating solar collectors have even some disadvantage:
• They use only direct radiation catching only a low part of diffuse
• The materials used for the reflective surfaces decrease their optical
properties in time
• In many cases there is the necessity of a solar tracker
The typologies of concentrating solar collectors are the following:
• Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CPC)
• Linear Fresnel Reflector (LFR)
• Parabolic Trough Collector (PTC)
• Parabolic Dish Reflector (PDR)
• Heliostat Field Collector (HFC)
The only collector typology of above-mentioned that doesn’t have solar
tracker is that of Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CPC)
Compound Parabolic Concentrator
Compound Parabolic Concentrator are in the middle of flate plate collec-
tors and concentrating collectors with solar tracker. For the charecteristics
see chapter 3.1 Solar Collector.
2.3.1 Parabolic Trough Collector
Actually, the most advanced technology is that of parabolic linear collec-
tors (SEGS, Solar Electric Generating Systems): for over 10 years are in use
in Kramer Junction (California), in the desert of Mojave, nine big structures
of this type for over 350 MWe in total. Parabolic Trough Collector (PTC)
are systems which are formed by hundred meters of collectors joined to each
other where the rays of the Sun are focalized on a receiver channel placed
on the focal line of each line of collectors. The receiver channel is placed
in a second concentric glass channel to reduce the convection heat losses:
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in some models, between these channels vacuum is created. A heat trans-
fer fluid, tipically mineral oil, is pumped through the receiver channels and
warmed by concetrated solar radiation to feed a power station placed in the
middle of the system. The heat so produced is used to produce steam which
goes to an electric turbo-generator. The typical temperature is nearly 390
C. The principal components of a PTC central and some its charatteristic
are shown in the figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: The principal components of a PTC central
This typology of solar collector has a solar tracker on one axis: the
collector can be orientated in the W-E direction, following the Sun from
north to south, or in the N-S direction following the Sun from easth to west.
This tecnology has some limitations which had prevented a larger diffu-
sion. The unresolved problems are:
• The intermittance and variability (random, daily and seasonal) of solar
source with the consequent intermittance of the electric energy pro-
dution. In fact in these systems big quantities of oil can be stored to
contrast the short-term variations of the solar radiation and the day-
night cycle. For this, both the turbine and the alternator must be able
to support aleatory variations of the solar energy and must be planned
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for the peak power with consequent increase of the installation costs.
These variations and the day-night cycle can be supported by a fossil
fuel heater which produce a fraction of the energy using traditional
fuels. So they are hybris systems.
• Great costs of the produced energy which is a consequence of both
the low efficiency and the great installation costs of the power plant
(mirrors are very expensive).
• The low conversion efficiency of the power plant, due both to low solar
energy raising and the low exercise temperature (lower than 40 C) of
the heat transfer fluid which gives limit to the conversion efficiency.
• The infiammability of the heat transfer fluid at the exercise tempera-
ture with the air and its toxicity.
• The intermittance and variability of the production, moreover, limit
the possible of using the energy decreasing its commercial value.
• These collectors don’t have any cover and so their reflective properties
decrease in time.
Figure 2.8: Parabolic Trough Collector
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2.3.2 Linear Fresnel Reflector (LFR)
Linear Fresnel Reflector (LFR) is consisted of a linear heliostat field
which reflect and concentrate the solar radiation on a receiver channel placed
horizontally above the collectors. The heliostats could move on the longitu-
dinal axis to follow the Sun and to maintain constantly the reflected solar
radiation on the receiver channel. The receiver channel is generally con-
sisted of a steel channel which is protected by glass. Vacuum between those
channel has not commercialized yet. The collector coefficient goes from 25
to 40 in relation with the channel surface (from 80 to 100 in relation of its
diameter). The power plants till now realized foresee the steam produc-
tion up to 400 C and new power plants with these characteristics are been
announced. The heat transfer fluid generally used for applications up to
200 C is pressurized water while for applications at greater temperatures
diathermic oils are used.
Figure 2.9: Captation of the irradiance in Linear Fresnel Reflector
Favourable characteristic:
• Optimal use of the ground, 70% against 33% of Parabolic Trough
Collector.
• Installation costs are lower because of the low use of materials.
Unfavourable characteristic:
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• The main efficiency is lower than that of Parabolic Trough Collector
because of the low efficiency of the collectors (temperature, shading,
receiver channel not isolated by vacuum) and thermodynamic cycle.
Decrease of the efficiency would be compensated by lower costs.
• The principal limitation of this concept diffusion is due to the in-
disponibility of a thermal storage for those power plants which produce
steam directly in field (no developments in this way are prevented).
Where the legislation permits the integration with fossil energy may
have good possibilities of development.
2.3.3 Parabolic Dish Reflector
Parabolic Dish Reflector uses reflective panels of parabolic shape which
follow the Sun moving on two axys and they concentrate solar radiation
onto a receiver placed in the focus. The receiver is the element most tech-
nologically advanced and Stirling engine with an electric generator can be a
part of it.
Figure 2.10: Solar Dish
They could work in automatically way: they switch on themselves on
morning, follow the Sun and return to the dawn position at the end of the
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day. The advantages of this collectors typology are:
• The concentration factor goes from 600 to 2000 and permits to rise
high temperatures with a main efficiency of conversion solar to electric
nearly 20%with a peak nearly 25%.
• The high conversion efficiency, the easiness of installation and the pos-
sibility of reduction of costs with the big mass production make these
systems applicable at distributed generation and, in prospective, com-
petitive even with the big solar thermodynamics power plants.
The disadvantages instead:
• Small size (3-30 kW) useful only for localized installation.
2.3.4 Heliostat Field Collector (HFC)
The Heliostat Field Collector (HFC) consist of a system of mirrors (falt
or lightly concave) called heliostats which have a mechanism of solar tracker.
They reflect the rays of the Sun on a receiver placed on the top of a tower
in the middle of the power plant. The energy of the tapped radiation is
converted in thermal energy of a fluid which is contained in the receiver in the
top of the tower. The fluid can be a mixture of salts which have, moreover,
the task of the accumulation of energy. With the heat accumulated in the
salts, steam is produced, whose temperature can reach 500 C or more, and
goes to an electric turbo-generator. A central receiver system can be reach
high temperatures e therefore can be reached temperature higher than that
of the parabolic systems. The central absorber can be warm a work-fluid
or an intermediate fluid from 600 to 1000 C. This heat is used in Rankine
steam-cycle or in Brayton cycle with gas turbine.
The principal improvement introduced in these power plants in compar-
ison with the previous are:
• Great efficiency of radiation raising with concentration factor from 300
to 1500 and a greater efficiency of the thermodynamic cycle, due to
the increase of the temperature.
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Figure 2.11: Captation of the solar radiation in a Heliostat Field Collector
• Raising of energy in a very low volume and surface (receiver) in order
to avoid great losses of heat.
• The possibility of introducing thermal storage to avoid the daily varia-
tions of the solar intensity. This gives important advantages of continu-
ity for the group turbine-alternator (which now can be dimensionated
in accordance with the main power and not with the peak power),
with conseguent decrease of installation costs.
Heliostat Field Collector with energy store allow greater conversion effi-
ciency and initial investments lower than linear parabolic systems. Never-
theless they have some disadvantages which render harder the applicability
on big scale and for those application of great power. These problems are:
• The mirrors must be realized with high precision, which increases their
cost: this depends on the focal lenght required , which in the case of
solar tower is a fraction of kilometre.
• Each heliostat must have a very great precision of pointing which is
necessary to assure the centring of the solar light on the receiver placed
on the top of the tower.
Chapter 3
Components of the Solar
Collector
3.1 Solar Collector
This solar collector has been produced and mounted in the University
of Pisa - Faculty of Engineering and it is a compound parabolic evacauted
tube solar collector (fig.3.1):
Concentration factor 1,25
Acceptance angle 106,3◦
Heat transfer fluid Diathermal Oil
Number of passages 2
Captation area 1,45 m x 0,138 m
External diameter of the evacuated tube 47 mm
Table 3.1: Characteristics of the collector
The collector designed has the shape of a double parabola made of re-
flective material as alluminium. This parabola is created by combining two
parabolas with a common focal point into a single one. This design removes
the greatest concern with using parabolic collectors: tracking of the sun.
When two parabolas with a common focal point are combined a tolerance
angle is created. This is a range of angles at which the suns rays can reflect
on the collector and still focus all the light at the established focal point or
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below it without having to move it. The internal tube, called receiver, is
covered with a black material to increase the absorption of radiation. There
is even a second concentric tube, made of glass. Between these tubes vacuum
is created to reduce the heat losses by convection. In close contact with the
receiver there is a metallic frame where are allocated copper tube in which
flows the heat transfer fluid. A cover glass is placed upon the tubes to pro-
tect them from the external and to reduce the radiant heat losses beacuse
of its opacity to the infrared radiation.
Figure 3.1: Compound parabolic solar collector
3.1.1 Diathermal Oil
It is called ”SERIOLA 1510”.
Uses
1. Domestic and industrial heating
2. Steam and warm water production
3. Heating for heat exchange
4. Manufacturing processes (cement, wood and paper factories ecc.)
Specifics International norms: ISO 6743/12 clas L family QC
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Advantages
• high thermal stability
• high flame point
• high viscosity
Characteristics Metod Units SERIOLA 1510
Density at 20 C ISO 3675 kg/mˆ3 870
Kinematic viscosity at 40 C ISO 3104 cSt 30,6
Kinematic viscosity at 100 C ISO 3104 cSt 5,2
Flame point V.A. ISO 2592 C 230
Combustion point V.A. ISO 2592 C 260
Conradson residue ISO 6615 % weight 0,03
Table 3.2: Diathermal oil characteristic
Shown below are the characteristics of the oil at different temperatures
(of interest):
T [◦C] Cp [kJ/kg ·K] Density [kg/m3]
40 1,930 857
50 1,965 850
60 2,000 844
70 2,035 837
80 2,070 831
90 2,105 824
100 2,140 818
110 2,175 811
120 2,210 805
130 2,245 798
140 2,280 792
150 2,315 785
Table 3.3: Thermodynamics characteristics of the oil
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3.2 Simulator of Irradiance
The simulator of irradiance (fig.3.2) has the aim of simulating the solar
radiation. It is composed of six lamps of 400 watt each which are alimen-
tated by a voltage of 220 V. They are all mounted on a wood frame which
allows rotation on an axis parallel to the ground in order to direct radia-
tions towards the collector. They are placed (two by two) in a frame which
can rotate on an axis perpendicular to the axis above mentioned in order to
direct in the best way the radiations towards the collector. This 3 frames,
laterally and posteriorly, are built with a reflective material (parabolic form
in its back) to not lose the radiations which, otherwise, would not go to the
collector. The overall frame is placed on a support which takes the lamps
at a height of 2,5 m. The result is a very collimated flux. The two central
lamps are of the type HQI-T 400W/N, the others are of the type HQI-TS
400 W/D. Their techincal characteristics are shown in tab.3.4.
Figure 3.2: Simulator of irradiance
OSRAM
Nominal Lamp
Vattage
Correlated
Color Temp
Luminous
Flux
Luminous
Efficacy
[W] [◦C] [lm] [lm/m]
HQI-T 400W/N 400 3700 40000 90
HQI-TS 400 W/D 400 5500 35000 83
Table 3.4: Technical informations of the lamps
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For the calculation of the irradiance it was used a pyranometer. The flux
of the simulator of irradiance is very collimated so it is important to put
the pyranometer in front of the simulator and very close to the captation
surface of the collector. The pyranometer gives a voltage output signal
which is proportional to the irradiance which invests it. A tester measure
this signal and the value of irradiance was so calculated:
2000
W
m2
: 5V = x
W
m2
: signal
So:
x =
Signal · 2000
5
[W/m2]
The irradiance which is given by the simulator is nearly 600 W/m2.
Figure 3.3: Pyranometer
3.3 Circuit of Measurements
The circuit of measurements (fig.3.4) is a part of the collector system.
It has the aim of characterizing the fluid which flows in its internal. It mea-
sures pressions, temperatures and volumetric flow which are necessary in
order to calculate the efficiency of the collector.
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Figure 3.4: Circuit of measurements
The circuit has been mounted on support made of wood and it includes
the following components:
Component Quantities Legend (fig.3.12)
Micro plate heat exchanger 3 S
Thermocouple 3
Drainage 2
Manometer 2 M
Thermometer 2 T
Electric pump 750 W 1 P
Inverter 1
Flowmeter 1 Flu
Flowmeter filter 1 Fi
Radiator 1 R
Expansion tank 1 V
Storage with resistance 1 A
Air leak 1 Sf
Table 3.5: Components of the collector
All the components above-mentioned are joined by the following pipe
fittings:
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Pipe fittings type Quantities
Meters of copper tube (diameter 12 mm) 4,3
Meters of rubber tube 6
T 11
Valve 12
Table 3.6: Circuit of measurements pipe fittings
3.3.1 Thermocouples
Thermocouples measure temperature and they are active trasducers be-
cause they generate voltage signals for thermoelectric effect. They are made
of two different metals connected at one end. Experimentally, in a circuit
formed by two different metals A and B whose junctions are at different
temperatures T1 and T2, a current I can be observed (Fig.3.5).
Figure 3.5: Current in a thermocouple
If the circuit is open, a voltage is formed between its ends and it de-
pends on the difference of temperature of the junctions by a coefficient of
proportionality which is called Seeback coefficient:
e = SAB(T1 − T2)
The Seeback coefficient SAB depends on the two metals and it is not
constant but depends on the temperature (for practical purposes, this char-
acteristic is linearised).
Voltage measurement in a thermocouple To measure the voltage of
a thermocouple it is used a voltmeter with high impedance as represents in
Fig. 3.6A.
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Figure 3.6: Voltage measurement in a thermocuple
In this figure it can be observed that the thermocouple (A-B) has a
junction Jx at an unknown temperature Tx while the other junction Jref is
at a reference temperature Tref . The voltage can be measurated by bringing
the terminals of metal A to the inlet of the voltmeter (Hi and Lo). Because
of the internal circuit are made of copper, two other junctions, necessary
but unwanted, in the inlet of the voltmeter are formed, JHi and JLo (type
Cu-A), that would introduce undesirable voltage.
Making reference to this aspect there is the following empirical relation:
Isothermal block The scheme shown in Fig.3.6 gives an indication of the
unknown temperature Tx related to the temperature Tref . If it is wanted
that the temperature would be related to the zero (0C), the cold junction
at Tref must be placed in a recipient full of melting ice. Anyway this is not
practical and techniques of compensation of cold junction are used. The
temperature of the isothermal block is, normally, at the temperature of the
environment (Tiso = Ta) so, if the reference junction Jref is taken in the
isothermal block (Fig.3.7A), the unknown temperature Tx is related to the
temperature Tiso = Ta = Tref .
This way both the junction JLo (Cu-A) and the junction Jref (A-B) are
at the same temperature. In these conditions, their complexive contribution
of voltage (for the law of intermediate metals) is equal to that of the junction
(Cu-B) at the temperature Tiso = Ta. Consequently, the circuit in Fig.3.7A
is equivalent to that in 3.7B.
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Figure 3.7: Scheme of the isothermal block
Pump
Technical data The pump is moved by an electric motor (250 W) and
it is commanded an inverter (750 W). It gives prevalence to the fluid to win
the pressure-drop. It is shown in fig.3.8.
Inverter
The inverter has the aim of controlling the number of rounds per minute
of the pump. It can be pass through by a power of 750 W. It is shown in
fig. 3.9.
Figure 3.8: Pump
Figure 3.9: Inverter
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Flowmeter and Filter
Flowmeter technical data
• Frame
Contenitore: da pannello 96 x 48 mm frontale, IP54 Dima di foratura:
92 x 45 mm, profondit 100 mm (compresa morsettiera) Material: No-
ryl Weight: 450 g Keyboard: 4 membrane keys Connections: by 2
removable terminal blocks 12 + 12 pole for cables up to 2.5 mm2
• Digital inputs
Counter inputs: IN1 = the sensor- speed counter input NPN or PNP
(10 kHz) IN2 = Count input by contact REED (10 Hz) RST1 =
hold input RST2 = abilitation / reset peak hold Applicable voltage:
10..30Vdc Impedance: 2200 ohm Maximum frequence: 10 kHz
• Sensor supply
Output voltage: 12 V stabilized Maximum current: 60 mA
• Analog output
Analog output: proporzional to instantaneous flow with a signal 0..10
V or 4..20 mA Exit impedance: in corrente max 250 ohm, in tensione
min 500 ohm
Selection: output linked to direct variable or the variable displayed
(choice behavior in case of hold and peak hold)
Resolution: 2000 points
Precision: 0,1 % 1 point Linearity: 0,1 % 1 point
• Indicator
Display: 6 + 1 numerals, height 12,5 mm + 6 mm Maximum scale
displayed: 0.999999 Indication off-scale: OFL
• Auxiliary power
Voltage: according to the code: 115 Vac; 230 Vac; 24 Vac; 24 Vdc in-
sulated / not insulated Absorbment: max. 3,3 VA (3,3 W) Tollerance:
10%; frequence (AC) 50 / 60 Hz Memorise: E2PROM
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• Temperature
Environment temperature -10...+50C
• Humidity
Relative Humidity 0...95% - non-condensing
• Electromagnetic compatibility
According to Directive 2004/108/CE Generic standard immunity in-
dustrial environment EN61000-6-2 Generic standard emission indus-
trial environments EN61000-6-4
• Electrical safety
According to Directive 2006/95/CE Norm relative to the strumenta-
tion EN61010-1
Figure 3.10: Flow meter
Figure 3.11: Filter
Micro Plate Heat Exchangers
The D22 model is available in 2 different configuration:
1. D22 is the basic model approved up to 30 bar
2. D22L is the model for high pressures approved up to 45 bar
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Model
Min/Max. working
temperature
Max. working
pressure
D22 -196 C/(-320 F)
200 C/(390 F)
30 bar/435 psi
D22L 45 bar/650 psi
Table 3.7: Technical data
Functions
Figure 3.12: Possible ways for the oil
The 3 heat exchangers (fig.3.13) are necessary because of the flowmeter
could not measure the volumetric flow if the fluid temperature is greater than
150 ◦C. When the temperature is lower than 150 ◦C, the heat exchangers
and the radiator are excluded form the circuit by the valves 2, 3, 5 and 6
while the valves 1, 4 and 9 are open (fig.3.12): the fluid flows in the by-pass
circuit. When the temperature of the fluid is near to 150 ◦C (for example
140 ◦C) the valves 1, 4 and 9 are closed while the valves 2, 3, 5 and 6 are
open. The heat exchangers and the radiator are so included in the circit
and the fluid flows in them. It is called ”hot fluid” the fluid which enters in
point 7 and exits from the valve 2 and ”cold fluid” that enters in the valve 3
and exits in the point 8. This way, the hot and the cold fluid have the same
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temperature and so they give thermal energy to the heat exchangers whose
temperature is near to that of the environment (transitory). After the exit
form valve 2, the hot fluid flows through the radiator where it loses thermal
energy because of the heat exchange with the environment in order to have
a ∆T indispensable in the heat exchangers. The cooled fluid which exits
from 6 crosses the flowmeter and then goes to the heat exchangers where
thermal energy is given to it from the hot fluid. The temperature of the
heat exchangers becomes the main of that of the hot and cold fluid. Then
the fluid exits from the heat exchangers and goes to the storage.
Radiator
The radiator (fig.3.14) has the important aim of creating the ∆T of the
fluid. If the radiator didn’t exist, when the transitory period will be finished,
the temperature of the fluid would be the same in every part of the heat ex-
changers with no heat exchange. In the circuit of measurements it is placed
before the pump. It has an inlet valve and an outlet valve to exclude it and
to, in case of necessity, facilitate its disassembly. The radiator is placed in
the high part of the collector framework so the hot air which comes from
the circuit could not influence it.
Figure 3.13: PID regulator
Figure 3.14: Expansion tank
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Storage
The storage (fig.3.15) has the aim of accumulating the warmed fluid. It
consists in a cylinder and it is mounted on some wood supports which give
it an inclination to the horizontal so that the air leak is facilitated. In the
circuit the storage is placed after the flowmeter if the heat exchangers are
excluded or after the heat exchangers if they are included. At its exit it has
a T valve to permit the airhole in the expansion tank. Inside the storage
there is a resistance of 1500 W which has the aim of warming the fluid in
order to have a pre-established temperature in the inlet of the collector.
This resistance is commanded by a PID regulator. A second resistance can
be mounted in the storage.
PID Regulator
The PID regulator (fig.3.16) has the aim of controlling the tempera-
ture of the storage of the oil. It measures the storage temperature by a
thermo-resistance Pt100, compares it (by a difference) with the set-point
value (which is decided) and gives an output signal. This signal is elaborated
by the Proportional, Integrative and Derivative values which are calculated
by the function ”Autotuning” in relation with the theraml dynamics of the
circuit (respectively 6, 4.1 and 15).
Figure 3.15: Storage with resis-
tance
Figure 3.16: PID regulator
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Air Leak
It has the aim of evacuating the air form the circuit of measurements.
It is placed after the storage (fig.3.17).
Expansion Tank
The expansion tank (fig.3.18) is in contact with the atmosphere by a hole
in its superior part so that the fluid flows in atmospherical pressure. The
expansion tank is responsible for containing the variations, even minimum,
of the fluid pressure due to the changement of its temperature. Moreover
it permits the air leak by a rubber tube from the outlet of the storage to
the expansion tank itself and, at the same time, the reutilization of the fluid
(oil).
Figure 3.17: Air leak
Figure 3.18: Expansion tank
Thermometers
They are indicated in the circuit with T.
The thermometers (fig.3.20) are placed before and after the radiator in
order to know the decrease of the fluid temperature in the radiator.
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Manometers
They are indicated in the circuit with P.
The manometers (fig.3.19) are placed before and after the pump in order
to know the prevalence which is given by the pump. This prevalence is
equivalent to the flow pressure-drop in the circuit.
Figure 3.19: Manometer
Figure 3.20: Thermometer
Chapter 4
Acquisition of Temperatures
4.1 Material
• cDAQ-9184, Compact DAQ chassis (4 slot ENET) (fig.4.1)
• NI 9214 16-Ch Isothermal TC, 24-bit C (Series module for high accu-
racy thermocouple measurements) (fig.4.2)
• LabView
Figure 4.1: Chassis cDAQ-9184
Figure 4.2: NI 9216
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4.2 LabView Program of Acquisitions
The aim of the experience is to characterize the collector and to do so,
temperatures of the receiver, of the inlet and outlet of the collector have been
acquired by a program realized in LabView. In particular the acquisitions
have been made by NI-DAQ 9214 (fig.4.2) which is specific for thermocou-
ples. The temperatures have been acquired by thermocouples type K: one
for the collector inlet, one for the collector outlet and the third for the re-
ceiver. To achieve a steady state and to acquire a great number of samples,
experimental observations suggest a period of 30 minuts for the acquisitions
as a reasonable choice. The Acquisition Period has been chosen equal to 30
seconds because a greater value does not permit to follow the periodic trend
of the temperatures while a lower value gives a ridondant number of samples
(the steady state dose not depends on the sample rate). So the iterations
were 60. In a few cases shorter time has been chosen. In the Block Dia-
gram (fig.4.3) there is a For Loop: temperatures have been acquired after
the Acquisition Time and so a iteration was completed. Inside the For Loop
there is the LabView function DAQ Assistant where settings, as the CJC
source, the thermocouple type, number of channels can be changed (tab.4.1,
fig.4.4).
Figure 4.3: Block Diagram
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In the Front Panel (fig.4.5) there are two Indicators with which Acqui-
sition Time and Number of Iterations can be chosen. At each iteration, the
parameters were collected in the table of the Front Panel (Fig.4.5) to observe
their trend. At the end of the acquisitions, the data were exported in a txt
file through the LabView function ”Write To Spreadsheet File VI ” (fig.4.6).
This txt file was then copied in an excel file where data have been organized
in tables and graphichs and where the efficiency of the collector has been
calculated (fig.4.7). The expression of the efficiency is the following:
η =
m˙cP∆T
ACI
- m˙ is the mass flow
- cP is the specific heat capacity of the oil
- ∆T is the temperature gain in the collector
- AC is the captation surface of the collector
- I is the irradiance
Figure 4.4: DAQ Setting
Figure 4.5: Front Panel
Figure 4.6: Write To Spreadsheet File VI
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DAQ Assistant
Signal input range min 0
Max 150
Scaled Units deg C
Thermocouple Type K
CJC Source
Temp 0 (Rec.) Build In
Temp 1 (∆T) Constant = 0
Acquisition Mode Continuous Sample
Timeout [s] 30
Table 4.1: DAQ Setting
Figure 4.7: Example of an excel file
Figure 4.8: Txt file
4.2.1 Inlet and Outlet Pipe Fittings
1. The first configuration (fig.4.9) was formed by pipe fittings T both
in the inlet and the outlet of the collector In each T pipe fittings one
thermocouple was inserted horizzontally. A robber tube connected the
pipe fittings to the circuit of measurement.
2. The second configuration (fig.4.10) had the inlet pipe fittings (where
the thermocouple was inserted) which was isolated from the copper
tube inside the collector through a rubber tube (heat insulation). The
outlet pipe fittings had a ”room of calm” where the oil could have
mixed itself uniforming its temperature. The thermocouple was in-
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serted from above with the sensible element placed inside a small
channel.
Figure 4.9: First Configuration
Figure 4.10: Second Configuration
3. The third configuration (fig.4.11) was exactly the same of the previ-
ous except for the insertion of the thermocouple which, this time, was
inserted from below. Theretically the sensible element of the thermo-
couple was, this way, invested directly by the flow of the oil with no
risks of recirculations (stratification of the oil temperature was still a
problem).
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Figure 4.11: Third Configuration
4. The fourth configuration (fig.4.12) is totally different from the others.
Through a modification of the inlet and outlet pipe fittings, four ther-
mocouple were this time inserted: two for the inlet and two for the
outlet. The advantage will be discussed in the next section Connection
of the thermocouple to NI-DAQ. This is called Thermopile.
Figure 4.12: Fourth Configuration
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4.2.2 Connection of the Thermocouple to NI-DAQ
Anti-Series Connection
Thermocouple gives a voltage signal by millivolts. This signal, to be
appreciated, is amplified to volts. In addition to the uncertainty of the ther-
mocouple measurement, there is a reading error in the chassis for the signal
which the thermocouple gives. These type of error have a great influence on
the ∆T measurement(mainly 2 ◦C) because they are a significant percentage
of the ∆T itself. At the beginning of the experience, the thermocouple of
the inlet and that of the outlet were connected to two different channels of
the DAQ. This configuration so give two reading errors. To avoid one of
these reading errors which are present in the measurements, the thermocou-
ples were connected to the NI 9216 in anti-series putting the ”+” connector
of the thermocouples in the slots ”+” and ”-” of the channel and joining
each other the ”-” connector and setting the ”Cold Junction Source” for the
outlet as a constant equal to zero in the ”DAQ Assistant”. This way DAQ
reads only one signals which is the algebraic result of the two thermocouple
signals and so the total error is lower. In the fourth configuration there are
four thermocouple: two for the inlet and two for the outlet of the collector.
The connection of the thermocouple with the NI 9216 was made even in
this case by anti-series method. The signal read by DAQ is the algebraic
result of each thermocouple signal but, in this case, to have the ∆T value a
division for the number of couple of thermocouple must be done. This way
the error reading is devided by the number of couple.
4.2.3 Necessities for the Measurements
The main necessities to acquire temperatures are:
• Isolate perfectly the pipe fittings and tubes in the proximity of where
the thermocouples are placed
• Place the thermocouples where surely the oil is completely mixed
The first is obviously necessary in order to avoid heat losses towards
the environment and gradient temperature which would give oil at different
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temperatures inside the pipe fittings: this way the thermocouples would be
measure a wrong temperature which is not the bulk temperature. The same
unwanted results would be obtained without having mixed oil.
The motion of the oil inside the copper tube is laminar and so the tem-
perature profile is not the same from the wall to the centre of the tube. The
result is a stratification of the oil temperature which is extremely unwanted
without appropriate remedies. In fact, this way, the measure of thermocou-
ple is not the real outlet temperature, depending strongly on where it is
placed. So it is necessary to have the temperature of the oil as uniform as
possible. Pipe fittings configuration, with which the oil could be mix itself,
has so a fundamental importance: the strategy is that of coming up to a
turbolent motion.
4.2.4 Possible Ways to Avoid the Problem of Temperature
Stratification
To mix the oil inside the copper channels some alternative methods could
be used.
1. By inserting a wire in the copper tube near to the pipe fittings to
disturb the laminar oil motion: so the oil close to the wall of the tube
(which is hotter) is obliged to mix itself with the oil in the centre of the
tube (wich is colder). So, at the outlet of the collector, oil at uniform
temperature could be found.
2. By having a ”miscelation room” where, through special devices placed
in the outlet pipe fittings as direction deviators, the oil could uniform
its temperature and then, in a ”measurements room”, measure it.
3. By inserting of more than one thermocouple in the inlet and outlet
pipe fittings of the collector to have a thermopile.
4. By a combination of the previous methods.
Chapter 5
Results
5.1 First Configuration
With the first configuration, tests have been made from 40 ◦C to 90 ◦C
by intervals of 10 ◦C. The volumetric flow goes from 0,5 l/min to 3 l/min
by intervals of 0,5 l/min. Shown below are table which show a comparison
between the cases.
Comparisons for Different Volumetric Flows
40 ◦C 50 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0,5 0,5 fl
1 46,72 1,58 0,38 1 fl 55,74 0,94 0,23
1,5 44,46 0,42 0,15 1,5 fl 54,91 0,61 0,21
2 44,03 0,44 0,21 2 fl 54,44 0,82 0,41
2,5 43,39 0,44 0,26 2,5 fl 53,92 1,22 0,70
3 43,00 0,50 0,35 3 fl 53,77 0,63 0,44
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60 ◦C 70 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0,5 0,5
1 65,17 0,83 0,19 1 75,81 1,48 0,37
1,5 66,11 1,35 0,46 1,5 76,41 0,87 0,34
2 65,14 0,83 0,37 2 76,95 0,65 0,33
2,5 65,04 0,54 0,32 2,5 76,28 0,56 0,34
3 64,03 0,46 0,32 3 75,43 0,50 0,41
80 ◦C 90 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0,5 0,5
1 86,26 1,32 0,36 1 95,35 0,99 0,41
1,5 87,11 0,64 0,26 1,5 96,81 0,68 0,28
2 87,95 0,42 0,23 2 97,36 0,82 0,41
2,5 87,11 0,55 0,38 2,5 97,21 0,75 0,47
3 86,57 0,57 0,43 3
Comparisons for Different Collector Inlet Temperatures
1 l/min 1,5 l/min
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 46,72 1,58 0,38 40 44,46 0,42 0,15
50 55,74 0,94 0,23 50 54,91 0,61 0,21
60 65,17 0,83 0,19 60 66,11 1,35 0,46
70 75,81 1,48 0,37 70 76,41 0,87 0,34
80 86,26 1,32 0,36 80 87,11 0,64 0,26
90 95,35 0,99 0,41 90 96,81 0,68 0,28
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2 l/min 2,5 l/min
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 44,03 0,44 0,21 40 43,39 0,44 0,26
50 54,44 0,82 0,41 50 53,92 1,22 0,70
60 65,14 0,83 0,37 60 65,04 0,54 0,32
70 76,90 0,72 0,37 70 76,36 0,40 0,25
80 87,95 0,42 0,23 80 87,11 0,55 0,38
90 97,36 0,82 0,41 90 97,21 0,75 0,47
3 l/min
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
40 43,00 0,50 0,35
50 53,77 0,63 0,44
60 64,03 0,46 0,32
70 75,30 0,54 0,44
80 86,57 0,57 0,43
90
5.2 Second Configuration
The second configuration (fig.4.10), better than the previous, showed
defects at the greater temperatures (nearly 110 ◦C) when the viscosity of
the oil decreases: in fact (for 0,5 l/min 110 ◦C, 120 ◦C, 140 ◦C; 1,5 l/min
130 ◦C, 140 ◦C) ∆T nearly equal to zero were observed. Nevertheless, the
general results give high values of the efficiency (70 % or more) beacuase of
the stratification of the temperature had still a great influence.
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Comparisons for Different Collector Inlet Temperatures
0,5 l/min 1 l/min
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 58,27 3,10 0,36 40 55,08 2,28 0,51
50 67,58 3,98 0,46 50 64,93 1,63 0,36
60 60 74,03 2,57 0,58
70 84,47 4,41 0,52 70 83,63 2,63 0,60
80 93,08 4,15 0,50 80 93,83 2,83 0,65
90 102,29 4,82 0,58 90 102,96 2,53 0,59
100 111,08 4,39 0,53 100 111,94 2,81 0,66
110 110 127,54 2,91 0,69
120 120 135,76 2,60 0,62
130 135,26 5,95 0,72 130 137,57 2,03 0,49
140 149,31 4,95 0,60 140
1,5 l/min 2 l/min
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 53,51 1,61 0,54 40 53,68 1,43 0,64
50 63,32 2,02 0,68 50 61,78 1,38 0,62
60 73,71 2,01 0,68 60 72,97 1,58 0,72
70 84,18 1,99 0,68 70 91,87 1,35 0,62
80 94,44 2,11 0,73 80 94,79 1,62 0,75
90 103,55 1,97 0,69 90 104,12 1,66 0,77
100 113,44 2,16 0,76 100 113,26 1,37 0,64
110 121,55 3,70 1,31 110 121,49 1,44 0,68
120 129,98 2,73 0,98 120 130,65 1,09 0,52
130 130 139,42 1,46 0,70
140 140 153,50 1,19 0,58
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2,5 l/min 3 l/min
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 51,06 1,02 0,57 40 49,84 0,88 0,59
50 61,32 1,28 0,72 50 60,83 1,09 0,73
60 72,52 1,35 0,77 60 80,01 1,01 0,69
70 90,79 1,00 0,57 70 89,95 0,79 0,54
80 93,58 1,30 0,75 80 92,43 1,02 0,71
90 103,28 1,29 0,75 90 102,26 1,06 0,74
100 113,01 0,92 0,54 100 112,23 1,36 0,96
110 121,57 1,10 0,65 110 121,93 1,38 0,98
120 131,13 1,46 0,87 120 129,16 1,23 0,88
130 139,05 1,06 0,64 130 138,67 0,54 0,39
140 153,32 0,98 0,59 140 153,83 0,85 0,62
Comparisons for Different Volumetric Flows
40 ◦C 50 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 58.27 3.10 0.36 0.5 67.58 3.98 0.46
1 55.08 2.28 0.51 1 64.93 1.63 0.36
1.5 53.51 1.61 0.54 1.5 63.32 2.02 0.68
2 53.68 1.43 0.64 2 61.78 1.38 0.62
2.5 51.06 1.02 0.57 2.5 61.32 1.28 0.72
3 49.84 0.88 0.59 3 60.83 1.09 0.73
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60 ◦C 70 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 0.5 84.47 4.41 0.52
1 74.03 2.57 0.58 1 83.63 2.63 0.60
1.5 73.71 2.01 0.68 1.5 84.18 1.99 0.68
2 72.97 1.58 0.72 2 91.87 1.35 0.62
2.5 72.52 1.35 0.77 2.5 90.79 1.00 0.57
3 80.01 1.01 0.69 3 89.95 0.79 0.54
80 ◦C 90 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 93.15 4.34 0.52 0.5 102.29 4.82 0.58
1 93.83 2.83 0.65 1 102.96 2.53 0.59
1.5 94.44 2.11 0.73 1.5 103.55 1.97 0.69
2 94.79 1.62 0.75 2 104.12 1.66 0.77
2.5 93.58 1.30 0.75 2.5 103.28 1.29 0.75
3 92.43 1.02 0.71 3 102.26 1.06 0.74
100 ◦C 110 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 111.08 4.39 0.53 0.5
1 111.94 2.81 0.66 1 127.54 2.91 0.69
1.5 113.44 2.16 0.76 1.5 121.55 3.70 1.31
2 113.26 1.37 0.64 2 121.49 1.44 0.68
2.5 113.01 0.92 0.54 2.5 121.57 1.10 0.65
3 112.23 1.36 0.96 3 121.93 1.38 0.98
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120 ◦C 130 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 0.5 135.26 5.95 0.72
1 135.76 2.60 0.62 1 137.57 2.03 0.49
1.5 129.98 2.73 0.98 1.5
2 130.65 1.09 0.52 2 139.42 1.46 0.70
2.5 131.13 1.46 0.87 2.5 139.05 1.06 0.64
3 129.16 1.23 0.88 3 138.67 0.54 0.39
140 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5
1 149.31 4.95 0.60
1.5
2 153.50 1.19 0.58
2.5 153.32 0.98 0.59
3 153.83 0.85 0.62
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Figure 5.1: Receiver for different collector inlet
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Figure 5.2: ∆T for different collector
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Figure 5.3: Efficiency for different collector inlet temperatures
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Figure 5.4: Receiver for different volumetric flows
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Figure 5.5: ∆T for different volumetric flows
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Figure 5.6: Efficiency for different volumetric flows
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5.3 Third Configuration
In the previous configuration, the thermocouple of the outlet of the col-
lector was placed in vertical from above, like the flow of the oil. Because
of the oil is very dense and viscous, the sensible part could have not been
invested by the direct flow of the oil but instead by a recirculation with a
possible different temperatures (due always to the fluid-dynamics of the oil,
stratification of temperature). A test was made to avoid this phenomenon
and to improve the measurements by placing the thermocouple form below
in order to let the sensible element of the thermocouple be invested by the
oil directly (fig.4.11). In this configuration, tests have been made for tem-
peratures from 40 ◦C to 100 ◦C with flows equal to 1 l/min and 1,5 l/min.
The results are shown in the tables from tab.5.1 to tab5.6.
5.3.1 Comparisons between the Second and the Third Con-
figuration
0,5 l/min (below) 0,5 l/min (above)
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 56,37 3,48 0,43 40 58,27 3,10 0,58
50 66,02 3,47 0,43 50 67,58 3,98 0,57
60 74,63 3,31 0,42 60
70 84,47 4,41 0,52 70 84,47 4,41 0,52
80 80 93,08 4,15 0,50
90 90 102,29 4,82 0,58
100 100 111,08 4,39 0,53
110 110
120 125,11 5,43 0,72 120
130 130 135,26 5,95 0,72
140 140 149,31 4,95 0,60
Table 5.1: 0,5 l/min for a configuration with the outlet thermocoouple in-
serted respectively from below and above
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1 l/min (below) 1 l/min (above)
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 53,19 2,34 0,58 40 55,08 2,28 0,51
50 62,63 2,30 0,57 50 64,93 1,63 0,36
60 72,24 2,13 0,54 60 74,03 2,57 0,58
70 82,13 2,49 0,63 70 83,63 2,63 0,60
80 91,82 2,90 0,74 80 93,83 2,83 0,65
90 101,90 3,52 0,91 90 102,96 2,53 0,59
100 109,90 3,74 0,97 100 111,94 2,81 0,66
110 110 127,54 2,91 0,69
120 120 135,76 2,60 0,62
130 130 137,57 2,03 0,49
140 140
Table 5.2: 1 l/min for a configuration with the outlet thermocoouple inserted
respectively from below and above
1,5 l/min (below) 1,5 l/min (above)
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 40 53,51 1,61 0,54
50 61,58 1,49 0,56 50 63,32 2,02 0,68
60 72,24 1,76 0,66 60 73,71 2,01 0,68
70 82,37 2,26 0,86 70 84,18 1,99 0,68
80 92,68 2,57 0,99 80 94,44 2,11 0,73
90 102,63 2,68 1,04 90 103,55 1,97 0,69
100 111,83 2,49 0,97 100 113,44 2,16 0,76
110 120,44 1,91 0,75 110 121,55 3,70 1,31
120 120 129,98 2,73 0,98
130 130
140 140
Table 5.3: 1,5 l/min for a configuration with the outlet thermocoouple in-
serted respectively from below and above
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40 ◦C (below) 40 ◦C (above)
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 56.37 3.48 0.43 0.5 58.27 3.10 0.36
1 53.19 2.34 0.58 1 55.08 2.28 0.51
1.5 1.5 53.51 1.61 0.54
2 2 53.68 1.43 0.64
2.5 2.5 51.06 1.02 0.57
3 3 49.84 0.88 0.59
50 ◦C (below) 50 ◦C (above)
Q Rec. ∆T η Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 66.02 3.47 0.43 0.5 67.58 3.98 0.46
1 62.63 2.30 0.57 1 64.93 1.63 0.36
1.5 61.58 1.49 0.56 1.5 63.32 2.02 0.68
2 2 61.78 1.38 0.62
2.5 2.5 61.32 1.28 0.72
3 3 60.83 1.09 0.73
60 ◦C (below) 60 ◦C (above)
Q Ric. ∆T η Q Ric. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 74.63 3.31 0.42 0.5
1 72.24 2.13 0.54 1 74.03 2.57 0.58
1.5 72.24 1.76 0.66 1.5 73.71 2.01 0.68
2 2 72.97 1.58 0.72
2.5 2.5 72.52 1.35 0.77
3 3 80.01 1.01 0.69
Table 5.4: Results with the outlet thermocouple inserted from below and
above respectively
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70 ◦C (below) 70 ◦C (above)
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 0.5 84.47 4.41 0.52
1 82.13 2.49 0.63 1 83.63 2.63 0.60
1.5 82.37 2.26 0.86 1.5 84.18 1.99 0.68
2 2 91.87 1.35 0.62
2.5 2.5 90.79 1.00 0.57
3 3 89.95 0.79 0.54
80 ◦C (below) 80 ◦C (above)
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 0.5 93.15 4.34 0.52
1 91.82 2.90 0.74 1 93.83 2.83 0.65
1.5 92.68 2.57 0.99 1.5 94.44 2.11 0.73
2 2 94.79 1.62 0.75
2.5 2.5 93.58 1.30 0.75
3 3 92.43 1.02 0.71
90 ◦C (below) 90 ◦C (above)
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 0.5 102.29 4.82 0.58
1 101.90 3.52 0.91 1 102.96 2.53 0.59
1.5 102.63 2.68 1.04 1.5 103.55 1.97 0.69
2 2 104.12 1.66 0.77
2.5 2.5 103.28 1.29 0.75
3 3 102.26 1.06 0.74
Table 5.5: Results with the outlet thermocouple inserted from below and
above respectively
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100 ◦C (below) 100 ◦C (above)
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 0.5 111.08 4.39 0.53
1 109.90 3.74 0.97 1 111.94 2.81 0.66
1.5 111.83 2.49 0.97 1.5 113.44 2.16 0.76
2 2 113.26 1.37 0.64
2.5 2.5 113.01 0.92 0.54
3 3 112.23 1.36 0.96
110 ◦C (below) 110 ◦C (above)
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 0.5
1 1 127.54 2.91 0.69
1.5 120.44 1.91 0.75 1.5 121.55 3.70 1.31
2 2 121.49 1.44 0.68
2.5 2.5 121.57 1.10 0.65
3 120.76 1.20 0.94 3 121.93 1.38 0.98
120 ◦C (below) 120 ◦C (above)
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0.5 125.12 5.34 0.71 0.5
1 1 135.76 2.60 0.62
1.5 1.5 129.98 2.73 0.98
2 2 130.65 1.09 0.52
2.5 2.5 131.13 1.46 0.87
3 3 129.16 1.23 0.88
Table 5.6: Results with the outlet thermocouple inserted from below and
above respectively
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5.4 Fourth Configuration
The fourth configuration (fig.4.12) is totally different from the others.
Through a modification of the inlet and outlet pipe fittings, four thermo-
couple were this time inserted: two for the inlet and two for the outlet. The
advantage will be discussed in the next section Connection of the thermo-
couple to NI-DAQ. This is called Thermopile.
Comparisons for Different Collector Inlet Temperatures
0,5 l/min 1 l/min
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 59,31 2,38 0,29 40 57,81 1,81 0,45
60 78,52 1,84 0,23 60 77,87 1,33 0,34
80 80 95,86 0,87 0,22
1,5 l/min 2 l/min
Coll.Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll.Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 57,14 1,20 0,44 40 56,80 1,09 0,54
60 77,33 1,03 0,39 60 76,35 1,07 0,54
80 97,35 0,98 0,38 80 56,80 1,09 0,54
2,5 l/min 3 l/min
Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η Coll. Inlet Rec. ∆T η
[◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C]
40 55,82 0,83 0,51 40 55,45 0,74 0,55
60 75,11 1,05 0,66 60 73,80 0,89 0,67
80 95,61 0,64 0,41 80
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Comparisons for Different Volumetric Flows
40 ◦C 60 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C] [l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0,5 59,31 2,38 0,29 0,5 78,52 1,84 0,23
1 57,81 1,81 0,45 1 77,87 1,33 0,34
1,5 57,14 1,20 0,44 1,5 77,33 1,03 0,39
2 56,80 1,09 0,54 2 76,35 1,07 0,54
2,5 55,82 0,83 0,51 2,5 75,11 1,05 0,66
3 55,45 0,74 0,55 3 73,80 0,89 0,67
80 ◦C
Q Rec. ∆T η
[l/min] [◦C] [◦C]
0,5
1 95,86 0,87 0,22
1,5 97,35 0,98 0,38
2 97,79 0,62 0,32
2,5 95,61 0,64 0,41
3
Conclusions
The first configuration (fig.4.9) had given some problems because of the
fluid dynamics of the oil. After several hours of inactivity, the receiver
temperature acquired is not the same of the environment and a ∆T not
eqaul to zero was acquired (oil flows in the circuit) even if the simulator
of irradiance was turned off. Moreover, when the simulator of irradiance
was turned on, there was the problem of the heat flux which goes from the
copper channels inside the collector (which are hotter because of the heat
from the receiver) to the pipe fittings. These flux is unwanted in the inlet
because it warms the oil inside and the measurement of ∆T is not the real
∆T which the collector gives. In this configuration ∆T equal to zero were
observed even when the simulator of irradiance was switched off because of
the heat flux from the receiver which was always at a greater temperature
than that of the environment.
The second configuration (fig.4.10), better than the previous, showed
defects at the greater temperatures (nearly 110 ◦C) when the viscosity of
the oil decreases: in fact (for 0,5 l/min 110 ◦C, 120 ◦C, 140 ◦C; 1,5 l/min
130 ◦C, 140 ◦C) ∆T nearly equal to zero were observed. Nevertheless, the
general results give high values of the efficiency (70 % or more) beacuase of
the stratification of the temperature had still a great influence.
The third configuration (fig.4.11) shows results similar to those of the
second configuration up to 70 ◦C but greater values at the higher tempera-
tures (from tab.5.1 to tab.5.6).
The fewer results of the fourth configuration (fig.4.12) show, nevertheless,
an anomalous behaviour at low volumetric flow (0,5 l/min) and at the higher
temperatures where low values of the efficicency have been obtained.
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As expected, the receiver temperature grows as the inlet collector tempe-
rature is increased by the PID. As the receiver temperature became greater,
heat losses, almost completely by radiation thanks to the evacuated tube,
towards the environment increase. In fact, as can be seen in the tables
5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, at low inlet temperatures the difference between receiver
temperature and inlet temperature is greater than at higher inlet tempera-
tures: the characteristic ”Receiver temperature-Collector inlet temperature”
is not a line. At the same inlet collector temperature, the receiver tempe-
rature decreases by increasing the volumetric flow because of the convective
coefficient in the internal part of the tube became greater: there is more
heat exchange between the tube and the heat transfer fluid. For the same
reason, ∆T increases and consequently the efficiency. As the volumetric
flows increases, the ∆T decreases beacuse of, with the same irradiance en-
tering the collector, the energy is distributed to a greater volumetric flow.
Theoretically, at the same flow the receiver temperature would decrease by
increasing the collector inlet temperature because of the greater radiative
heat losses towards the environments due to the high receiver temperature.
For this reason even the ∆T (and consequently the efficiency) would de-
crease. As can be seen in the figures 5.5, 5.6 this is not always respected
beacause of the problems given by the imprecision of the thermocouples and
by the pipe fittings configuration which is not much correct.
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